GOING FROM GOOD TO GREAT

SUSTAINABLE FOOD CITIES

HEALTH CHECK

A participatory workshop giving a taster of the Health Check, how it works and how it can be used
BACKGROUND

- Phase 1 – interview-style Health Checks
- Phase 2 – adopting a Life Stages approach
- Reflected in the structure of the Health Check
- Putting the process in the hands of members

Diagnostic tool
Development tool
LIFE STAGES

Emerging: just starting the process

Growing: making progress

Established: fully established and functioning

Leading: acting as an exemplar
What Life Stage do YOU think your city/place has reached?

• What’s your gut feeling?
• Where are you currently?
• Which direction are you going in?
HEALTH CHECK CATEGORIES

1. Partnership structure
2. Partnership function
3. Strategy development
4. Strategy delivery
5. Policy impact
6. Sustainability
What does your Health Check tell you?

• Does it make sense?
• Do you think it is correct?
• Is it a fair representation of where your FP is?
• How does it compare with your gut feeling show of hands response?
What does this mean in terms of actions going forward?

• Where are the gaps and issues?
• What should the focus be going forward (now, soon, later)?
• Where is work needed?
• Where is support needed?